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Networking Party at the Darmstadtium
JOIN THE BATTERY EXPERTS FORUM!
BATTERY AND CELL HIGH POTENTIALS
IMPORTANT TESTIMONIALS
HIGH-CLASS PRESENTATIONS
INSPIRING EXHIBITION






Nov 5 - 7, 2024
CALL FOR PAPERS OPEN
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As the Platinum Sponsor of the event, we enjoyed meeting and connecting with professionals involved in the industry. The AMADA WELD TECH team had many fruitful discussions regarding joining and welding challenges currently faced by our customers, along with some future developments too.

AMADA WELD TECH Platinum Sponsor of the 18th BATTERY EXPERTS FORUM


HIOKI is a strong partner of the battery industry in both, R&D and production with our test and measurement solutions. As such, the BXF is the place to be for us to exchange about latest trends of the battery technology. We are happy to participate again at the BXF because its mix of science and industry is set just right in accordance with the quick development in the e-mobility and battery industry.

HIOKI  BRONZE Sponsor des 18. BATTERY EXPERTS FORUMs


I was really impressed by the Battery Experts Forum 2023! The presentations were very informative and at times very inspiring. Experts from the battery industry shared in-depth insights into the latest developments, their products and future trends, which allowed me to learn a lot. The atmosphere for networking was excellent. Meeting with industry leaders, exchanging ideas, sharing knowledge and having potential co-operation opportunities was excellent. I am already looking forward to the next Battery Experts Forum!

Cornelius Biedermann Technische Universität Braunschweig elenia Institut für Hochspannungstechnik und Energiesysteme


The Battery Expert Forum 2023 was a perfectly organised event with a very good mix of interesting presentations, an exciting exhibition area and excellent networking opportunities. All in all, a very enriching event for the battery industry.

H.B. Fuller Exhibitor & Conference Attendee


Important contacts, content and trends - all in one place. A very well-organised trade fair and forum with plenty of room for intensive professional exchange.

Tata Steel Exhibitor & Conference Attendee











CHARGE UP YOUR KNOWLEDGE!
The BATTERY EXPERTS FORUM is the largest battery conference in Europe. The forum offers an unparalleled platform for exchanging information on the latest developments in battery technology, presenting innovative products and services, and making valuable business contacts through renowned exhibitors, a comprehensive conference program and first-class trade visitors. The event takes place at the Darmstadtium - Science and Congress Center and attracts a large number of experts and professionals from all over the world every year.

We invite you to present your research and projects at the Battery Experts Forum and learn about the latest developments in battery technology. We are seeking innovative contributions that shed light on the topic of batteries from various perspectives, including Electric Mobility, Energy Storage, New Materials/Next Generation, Cells, World Market. If you are interested in giving a lecture or poster presentation, please submit a proposal through our Call for Papers. We look forward to your contributions!

In addition to the conference, there is also a trade exhibition where companies can showcase their latest products and services. If you are interested in Book a Booth and presenting your products to a wide audience, please contact our team.

We offer highly attractive and comprehensive sponsorship packages for the Battery Experts Forum. Our packages include a representative and prominent exhibition space, as well as logo placement on the BXF homepage, newsletter, and advertising materials. Don't miss out on this opportunity to showcase your brand and support the latest developments in battery technology!

We look forward to sharing more information about the Battery Expert Forum 2024 with you soon. Stay tuned!









IMPRESSIONS OF THE 18TH BATTERY EXPERTS FORUM
PART 1:










PART 2:

































Become a part of the Battery Experts Forum!
Nov 5 - 7, 2024
Wissenschafts- und Kongresszentrum Darmstadt

Thank you for your participation in the BXF Trade Fair 2023! We appreciate your interest and the successful event.
We look forward to sharing more information about the Battery Expert Forum 2024 with you soon. Stay tuned!


















VIDEOS FROM THE BATTERY EXPERTS FORUM









Interview with e.Go Mobile AG







Interview with Rimac Automobil







Interview with Panasonic Industry







Interview with BMZ Group









PARTICIPANTS
The Battery Experts Forum attracts thousands of visitors every year who want to learn about the newest trends. Especially OEM's, suppliers and battery manufacturers appreciate the event. Participants take advantage of the opportunity to learn about the newest product developments, exchange ideas with experts and make new business contacts.






INTERNATIONAL








BATTERY CONFERENCE
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BATTERY CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
[image: BATTERY CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION]







IMPRESSIONS
Bigger is better! The Battery Experts Forum has developed over the years into one of the largest battery conferences and trade fairs. In order to meet the great demand, the Battery Experts Forum 2019 moved to the financial metropolis Frankfurt am Main. With the new location, the battery conference and trade fair was able to expand the lecture and exhibition area to offer an even more versatile programme. For 2023, we are moving to the Wissenschafts- und Kongresszentrum Darmstadt in the Science City Darmstadt, Hessen. We look forward to sharing more information about the Battery Expert Forum 2024 with you soon. Stay tuned!




to the impressions







BATTERY EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE 
The Battery Experts Forum is a conference and exhibition for battery technology. The event takes place annually at  Darmstadtium in Darmstadt. Over 100 experts from the leading battery manufacturers and users provide information on the newest trends, product developments and solutions.

The event will be accompanied by a specialized exhibition with up to 150 exhibitors, who are among the most important companies in the entire battery supply chain. From cell and battery manufacturers to OEMs and users, new design, production and manufacturing solutions, including battery systems, materials and components, as well as testing and recycling processes are presented. An absolute must for anyone involved in battery technology.







Trade show
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batteries Trade Fair and Show - Energy Storage (ess) replace existing conventional plants
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THE EXPO
Over 3 days, attendees can gather information on the latest batteries technologies for industrial energy and power at trade shows. The event will be accompanied by an expo with more than 160 exhibitors, who are among the most important companies in the entire batterie supply chain. Cell and battery manufacturers from China, South Korea, Japan, USA and Europe, OEMs and users will be introducing new design, manufacturing and manufacturing solutions, including battery systems, materials and components, and testing and recycling processes. An absolute must for anyone involved in battery technology.

The trade fair of the Battery Experts Forum is highly frequented every year. Due to the high demand, the exhibition space was constantly expanded. The market-leading cell manufacturers show their presence. From Samsung, LG Chem, Murata, Panasonic and BYD to many other newcomers from China. Many other suppliers and OEMs value the Battery Experts Forum as an international meeting place for the industry and present the latest technologies every year in Darmstadt.









ENERGY STORAGE
Using regenerative energies at home - battery storage and energy storage (ess) have gained a lot of influence in recent years. The Battery Exprts Forum therefore received its own topic in the conference, the flexible energy suppliers for private and commercial applications. In addition, the leading companies from China, USA and Europe will present the latest trends in the batteries trade fair.







Energy Storage event and expo - batteries from China, europe, USA
[image: Energy Storage event and expo - batteries from China, europe, USA]
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CONTACT TICKETS & BOOKINGS:
Tel.: +49 (0)6188 99410-24



CONTACT SPONSORING, PRESS, EXHIBITOR SUPPORT: 

Tel.: +49 (0)6188 9956-7774



CONTACT LECTURES, GENERAL INFORMATION: 

Tel.: +49 (0)6188 9956-4440



E-MAIL: 

info@battery-experts-forum.com
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